
RC-750
Brush Cutter and Slope Mower



Brush Cutter  RC-750

When the grass is long and the terrain steep it is difficult if not im-
possible to mow or cut with a conventional mower. Shoulder mounted 
“brush cutters” are heavy and can be dangerous on steep ground. 

With the TIMAN RC-750, which is characterised by its low height, self 
propelled tracks and remote control, even long grass can be safely cut 
with this heavy-duty flail mower.

The TIMAN RC-750 Brush Cutter can 
comfortably handle cow parsnip or other 
small shrubs and suckers, even up to 2 
years old.
With a height of only 50 cm, the RC-750 
can easily work under low trees.
 
With its 750 mm working width and low 
centre of gravity the TIMAN RC-750 
is an ideal machine for working 
safely on difficult terrain and 
slopes of up to 58°.

When the grass is long...



Slope Mower  RC-750

The out-front cut means that grass is cut 
before the tracks, and the full width cut-
ting unit allows a close cut to walls and 
edges (especially on left hand side).

The RC-750 is equipped with a profes-
sionally approved remote control, with 
integrated emergency stop and other  
security functions.

At only 330 kg gross weight, the RC-750 can easily 
be transported by trailer or lorry.
The RC-750 is easily controlled on uneven ground 
due to the two independently suspended tracks  
allowing 4 points of ground contact at all times.
For changing flails and other maintenance work 
there is a service position for safe and easy working 
conditions.



Manufacturer:
Timan A/S
Fabriksvej 13 . DK-6980 Tim . Denmark
Telefon: +45 97 33 03 60  
Fax:  +45 97 33 03 50  
www.timan.dk

Dealer:

The two tracks are independently
suspended, which means that the 
entire unit has always contact with 
the ground at four points, even on 
uneven terrains. This makes the 
device easy to control, as it moves 
steadily and has a good ground 
grip even on uneven surfaces.

For the changing of flails or carry-
ing out other maintenance work, 
the mower is placed in its service 
position, which provides excellent 
working conditions.

Technical data:

Motor - Honda 15 hp

Transmission to tracks  Hydraulic

Transmission to flailmower  Mechanical with el-coupling

Cutting width  750 mm

Weight  330 kg

Max working angle in all directions  58 degrees

Total length  1650 mm

Total width  870 mm

Total height  500 mm

Track footprint  800 mm
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